Myths about marijuana
Myth 1: Marijuana is medicine
There is some scientific evidence that suggest the active chemicals in marijuana (delta-9-tetra-hydro-cannabinol and other cannabinoids) can
help certain conditions such as muscle spasm associated with multiple sclerosis, treatment of the nausea associated with cancer treatment, and
to improve appetite in patients with weight loss due to AIDS. The FDA has approved certain medications developed from marijuana that can be
prescribed for these symptoms. However, it is important to know that there are currently no FDA-approved indications for “medical marijuana”
(marijuana used by itself as a medical treatment). Scientific studies on marijuana use for anxiety and depression actually show that the use of
marijuana worsens anxiety and depression, as well as other mental health conditions (1,2).

Myth 2: Marijuana is safe
There is evidence that marijuana use during youth (teens and 20’s) causes a number of serious and permanent effects on the growing brain.
One study showed that youth who use marijuana regularly before age 18 had reduced brain growth and decreased intelligence. These
negative changes were not reversed if they stopped using marijuana3. Another study showed that even for teens who are light smokers
(1-2 times weekly), with no evidence of marijuana dependence, certain areas of the brain did not develop normally. They have problems
with motivation, decision-making, attention, memory, and emotions. These abnormalities increase with frequency of use4. Additionally,
teen marijuana use is associated with many different psychiatric illnesses — depression, anxiety, psychosis, and schizophrenia.

Myth 3: Marijuana has no effect on driving
Marijuana use affects coordination, reaction time, and judgment. Multiple studies have shown a direct relationship between levels
of marijuana in the body and reduced ability to drive safely. A recent study demonstrated that the risk of being in a car accident doubled
after marijuana use5. Beyond the increased risks of accidents, we all must remember that driving while intoxicated with any substance —
even legally purchased marijuana — is illegal.

Myth 4: Marijuana has no effect on schoolwork
In addition to reducing brain growth and increasing mental illness, marijuana can affect school performance both during use and after use.
The “high” from marijuana typically lasts from 1–3 hours and causes decreased motivation, attention, learning, and memory which do not
fully return to normal for several days. As an example, a teenager who uses marijuana on Saturday night will have problems with key brain
functions during school on Monday, making studying and test-taking much harder.

Myth 5: Marijuana is not addictive
Marijuana can be addictive, with studies showing that 1 out of 6 people who use marijuana before age 18 will become addicted to marijuana.
And, in people who use marijuana regularly (3 or more times per week), up to 50% become addicted to marijuana6. Doctors can not predict
who will become addicted, however studies show that the more frequently and heavily you use marijuana, the more likely you are to become
addicted to it. Remember that addiction describes a pattern of continued use despite significant legal problems, social issues, or problems at
school and work. Suddenly stopping marijuana can cause withdrawal, which causes as irritability, restlessness, insomnia, and appetite changes.
These symptoms can last as long as two weeks.
While in the past marijuana was thought to be non-addictive, current available forms of marijuana are much stronger than those that were
studied and used in prior decades. On average, the strength of marijuana has tripled, and there are now new and even more concentrated
forms (oils or wax, for example). Stronger marijuana increases the high, even from a small dose and increases the chance of addiction and
mental health problems. It also means that parents who think they know what marijuana does to teenagers based on their own experiences
as teenagers, don’t realize the current risks.
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